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The main purpose of this thesis is twofold: first,
to discuss and explain the canonical correlations theory in
simpler mathematics than the mathematics used by H. Hotelling
—the originator of the concept; secondly, to show the appli
cation of this concept, in theoretical statistics, to the
reduced form of the simultaneous equations, and in applied
field, to an economic model. This way the concept—which
is a generalization of the simple correlation coefficient
theory—may become more well known and popular. This simpli
fication of mathematics of the concept shows how important
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PRELIMINARIES AND THE TERMS (OR CONCEPTS) USED
"Mathematics, by its very nature, begs to be communi
cated." Therefore, before presenting a survey of available
work on the topic of canonical correlations in the litera
ture, we shall give the definitions of the concepts used and
comment on the role played by them so that the reader may
not have any "difficulty" in understanding the concept and
its application.
1. DEFINITION: LINEAR TRANSFORMATION. A linear transfor
mation T:V-+W, of a vector space V into a vector space W
Dver the same field F, is a transformation T of V into W
hich satisfies (c£ + dn)T = c (£T) + d(nT) for all vectors
and n in V and all scalars c and d in F.
For example, consider the transformation T^: (x,y) ■*
x + y, x - y, 2x) = (x1, y1, z1) defined by the equations
X1 = X y'=x-y, and z* = 2x. This carries the plane
vectors (1,0) and (0,1) into the orthogonal space vectors
1,1,2) and (1,-1,0) respectively, and transforms the plane
inearly into a subset of 3-space.
. DEFINITION: QUADRATIC FORM. The simplest quadratic form
ajrises in connection with central conies in the plane (ellipses
or hyperbolas with "tilted" axes). Such conies have equations
Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 = 1, in which the left hand side is a "quadra
tic form." Such quadratic forms (homogeneous quadratic ex
pressions in the variables) arise in many other instances;
in the equation for quadratic surfaces in space, in the pro
jective equations for conies in homogeneous coordinates, in
the formula|x|2 = (x^2 + x22 + ... + xR ) for the square of
the length of a vector. The quadratic form can be expressed
as a matrix product, i.e.,
Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 ■ (x y)/A B/2 \ /x\




(Ax2 + *sBxy) + CsBxy + Cy2)
Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2.
DEFINITION: BILINEAR FORM. A (homogeneous) bilinear form
in two sets of variables x^, x2,...,xin and y^, y2»«««»yn is
a polynomial of the form
m n
._ . i aijyj'* (1)
]:t is determined by the matrix of coefficients A = |jaij||. In
terms of the vectors X = (xi,...xm) and Y = (yx»*'«#yn) the
bilinear form may be written as the matrix product
b(X,Y) = XAYT (2)
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As a function of X and Y, it is linear in each argument separ
ately.
More generally, let V and W be any vector spaces hav
ing finite dimensions m and n, respectively, over the same
field F, and let B (£,n) be any function with values in F,
defined for arguments £eV and new, which is bilinear in the
sense that for a, and
such that £1# ?2eV' nEW;
such that £eV, n^n.eW .... (4)
Choose a basis a1,...,am in V and a basis @^r**>/8n in W and
et the scalars a^^ be defined as a^ = B(ot£,$.). Then for
ny vectors £ and n in V and W, expressed in terms of the
espective bases, we have B(£,n) = Btx^a^ + ... + \^m
,3, + ... + yn3n) and hence by (3) and (4),
(£,n) = I x^B(a^^6j)y. = I xiaiiv<*
:[n other words, any bilinear function B on V and W has a
unique expression relative to given bases, as a bilinear
orm (1). Equivalently, a bilinear form is just the product
BY of a row m-vector X, an mxn matrix B, and a collumn n-
ector Y.
4. DEFINITION; JOINTLY DEPENDENT VARIABLES. The predeter
mined variables include first, the exogenous variables and,
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second, any lagged values of endogenous variables. The re
maining variables will be called "current endogenous" or
"jointly dependent" to indicate that their current values
are determined by the system.
5. DEFINITION; COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION. The coefficient















!3ince ax and ay are essentially positive the correlation
coefficient between x and y has the same sign as the covar-
:.ance (i.e., y,,) of the two variates.
<i. DEFINITION; LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS. This is a method of
maximizing or minimizing a function of several variables when
the behavior of those variables is constrained by one or more
restricting equations. This method is, as the name indicates,
due to Lagrange. (2, p. 371).
7. DEFINITION; RANK OF A MATRIX. The rank of a matrix is
efined as the maximum number of linearly independent columns
i|n the matrix.
We can consider for a moment only square matrices (m=n)
If the matrix A is non-singular, |a| ^0 and the only solu
tion to a set of homogeneous equations AX = 0 is X - 0. The
n columns of A are thus linearly independent and the rank of
A is n. Clearly the n rows of A are also linearly independent.
Thus in the case of a square, nonsingular A, |a| ? 0 and the
rank of A, denoted by p(A), is given by the number of columns
(or rows) in A, which is then said to be of full rank. If
we want to have a nontrivial solution to AX = 0 then |a|
must be zero and in this case the n columns (or rows) of A
will be linearly dependent and p(A) < n. (5, pp. 95-96).
An equivalent definition of the rank is: the rank
of any given matrix is the order of the largest-order square
njiatrix that is contained in the given matrix and that has
nonzero determinant. (2, p. 323).
DEFINITION; REDUCED FORM. We may have a model described
the structural form. The process by which the current
variables are determined may be more clearly seen if we cast
tpe model into its reduced form. This is done by successive
substitution in order to express each current endogenous
variable as a function only of the predetermined variables.
9. DEFINITION; MOMENT MATRIX. The moment matrix Mzz for





















Here, Mzz of z^.,.2 is expressed in terms of products of
vectors.
10. DEFINITION; LATENT ROOTS AND VECTORS. The latent roots
are the values of a scalar X such that that scalar and an
associated vector X / 0 satisfy,
AX - XX .... (1)
vjrtiere A is some nxn matrix, X is called characteristic root
.e., latent roots) of A and X a characteristic vector. If
take the 2X2 case as an illustration of (1) we have
a12X2
(ai;L - \)x1
wiich may be put back in matrix form as
(A - XI)X =0
Equation (2) only has a nontrivial solution, X
singular, i.e., if
|A - XII = 0.
(2)
0, if (A -
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF CONTEMPORARY RELATED WORK
Harold Hotelling was the first to describe and discuss
the canonical variates and canonical correlation in a re
search paper which appeared in Biometrika, 1936. Through
the relations between two sets of variables, he developed
a generalized correlation coefficient which measures the
extent to which the systematic relationships explain the
fluctuations in the set of all jointly dependent variables.
As has been rightly pointed out by F. V. Waugh in
his paper "Regressions Between Sets of Variables" which
appeared in Econometrica, 1942, Professor Hotelling's paper
"should be widely known and his method used by practical
statisticians." But, unfortunately, it seems as though the
paper is not very well known. And according to Waugh there
are two reasons: "first, that Hotelling1s paper makes use
of rather complicated mathematics and does not spell out in
detail the methods of numerical computation" because of which
there is an inclination to regard the Hotelling's paper as a
mathematical curiosity rather than an important and useful
method of analyzing concrete problems; and secondly, "that
although the paper applied the methods to two sets of statis
tical data, the major emphasis is on mathematical theory, and
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only rather incidental consideration is given to the meaning
of the results obtained in actual statistical work."
Therefore, Waugh has tried to do two things: (a) he
has tried to apply these methods to two different problems
in economics to suggest other practical applications, and
(b) he has developed the methods of analysis in somewhat
simpler terms, and discussed numerical computation in greater
detail. We shall discuss the applications to economic prob
lems in full detail in the last chapter.
Gerhard Tintner has also tried to explain the concepts
of canonical variates and canonical correlations in his book
Econometrics, published in 1952. He recommends to select
the canonical variates in such way that we get the highest
possible value of correlation. That is, he recommends a
"unique" combination of the two sets of the variates. Though
not many references are readily available on the topic, no
one seems to be willing to accept this recommendation. There
fore, following John W. Hooper, we would prefer a more gener
al definition for our purposes.
Hooper presents the canonical correlation theory with
in the framework of simultaneous equations, and then tries
to develop the trace correlation (we shall not be concerned
with this development in this thesis). He has shown the
application of the theory to an economic problem also.
Chow has applied the canonical correlation theory to
the structure of the simultaneous equations itself. At the
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same time, he has shown a generalization of the ordinary
least squares principle that incorporates full information,
three-stage least-squares, K-class, two-stage least squares,
limited information, and canonical correlation as the spec
ial cases.
And Kendall and Stuart have shown that the process
of finding the appropriate transformation involves the re
duction of two quadratic forms and an associated bilinear
form to their respective canonical forms in the mathematical
sense.
Now this theory is being used in information theory
also as Kullback has shown. It is shown that the canonical
correlations are the correlations of the pair of linear dis
criminant functions. The discrimination information and
divergence for the pairs of linear discriminant functions




The concepts of canonical variates and canonical
correlations is the brainchild of H. Hotelling (4, pp. 326-
332). He has shown the applications of these concepts to
algebra and geometry. In this paper we will be concerned
with the first application only, i.e., to algebra. For
the application to geometry the reader is referred to the
original source.
Before presenting the concepts in computational
form, we shall try to explain it in plain English. The
concept of canonical correlations is concerned with the
relations between two sets of variables. In multivariate
analysis it can be shown, of course, following Hotelling,
the variates y^,...,yM and x^,...,x^ can be transformed
linearly into the variates n^,...,!^ and 5^,...,^^ such
that (a) the members of each group are uncorrelated among
themselves, (b) each member of one group is independent of
all but one member of the other, and (c) the nonvanishing
correlations are maximized. The quantities are called canon
ical correlations and the two sets of transformed variates
ni,...,TiM and £]_,...,£^ are called canonical variates. The
10
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process of finding the appropriate transformation involves
the reduction of two quadratic forms and an associated bi
linear form to their respective canonical forms in the
mathematical sense (6, pp. 305-311).
Now computationally, for our purpose, of these two
sets of jointly dependent variables of an equation system,
we assume that yi,...,yM are dependent variables, and
x1#...,xA the predetermined variables. We assume that T
observations on each of these variables are available, so
that the aggregate set of data can be written in the form
of two matrices, viz., a T X M matrix Y ■ [y (t)J and a T X A
matrix X = [x^(t)] . Canonical correlation theory then
shows that there exists linear transformations of yif...,yM
and xj_,...rxA into the variates ni*.../nM and £,,...,£^
such that (at the cost of a little repetition) (a) all £'s
and n's have zero mean and unit sum of squares (i.e.,
= 0, E(n) =0, Ci + C2 + ••• + cj - 1# and t^ + r\\ +
.. + nM = 1)r (b) Every £ is uncorrelated with all other
C's and every n is uncorrelated with all other n's (i.e.,
= 0 = Efn^nj), i 5* j)» (c) The correlation between
any E, and n is zero except for A or M correlations (A if A <_
M, M if A >_ M)r]_, r2/...r which may be regarded as the cor
relations between C^ and t\±, £2 and ^2' etc*' f3' PP* 245-
256).
As already mentioned, the £'s and n's are called the
canonical variates and r^, r2,... the canonical correlations.
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G. Tintner seemed to define the canonical correlation as
the largest r and thus obtained a unique pair of canonical
variates (i.e., £ and n) (8, p. 114). But following John
W. Hooper, we would prefer a more general definition for our
purposes (3, pp. 245-256).
To determine the canonical correlations we consider
a particular pair of canonical variates
Yk = n; Xh = £ (1)
where £ and n are column vectors of T observations on the
two canonical variates and h and k are coefficient vectors
of A and M elements respectively. Since the sums of squares
are unity, we have
n'n = k'Y'Yk = 1; £'£ - h'X'Xh = 1 (2)
where n1 and £' are transpose of n and £ respectively; h1
and k1 are transpose of h and k respectively; and X' and Y1
are transpose of X and Y respectively. The correlation be
tween ri and £ is then
h'X'Yk
r - £'n » - h'X'Yk, (3)
/ k'Y'Yk'h'X'Xh
following (2) (i.e., r^ = £' *ni>. All the data is assumed
to be expressed as deviations from sample means. The set of
Sf variables is presumed to depend in some way on the set of
X variables and the object of the analysis is to find those
Linear combinations of Y and X which have maximum correlation
subject to certain conditions. In a way, the canonical corre-
Lation is a generalized correlation coefficient which measures
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the extent to which the systematic relationships explain the
fluctuations in the set of all jointly dependent variables.
The correlation r should be stationary for variations
in h and k. We need only consider positive values of r,
for if we had k, h vectors such that r was negative, replac
ing k by (-k) produces a positive correlation of the same
absolute value. The problem now is to maximize r subject
to the normalizing conditions (2). So we consider the un
conditional stationary value of
h'X'Yk - ^(h'X'Xh - 1) - J2X2(klYIYk - 1) (4)
where the X's are scalar lagrange multipliers. This leads
by differentiating (4) with respect to k and h, to
X'Yk - X^'Xh = 0, by h
Y'Xh - X2Y'Yk = 0, by k .... (5)
Premultiply the first set of equations by h' and the second
by k', then we have
h'X'Yk - X^'X'Xh = 0
and k'Y'Xh - Xjk'Y'Yk ■ 0
Using (2) and (3), we get
r = \i = X2 •••• (6)
And r^ are the canonical correlations coefficient, r^ being
the greatest possible correlation between linear combinations
of Y and X variables, r2 being the next greatest correlation
and so forth.
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Now before proceeding further, we prove the conditions
(a) and (b). Writing sets of equations (5) for X± = r±f we
have
0 (7)




Using equation (1), we have
(8)
=0 (9)
Likewise, writing out equations X^ = rj, premultiplying the
first by h{ and the second by k| in the set (7), we have
n]£ . ~ ^^i^i ~ ® •••• (10)
According to Johnston the sets of equations (9) and (10) may
re-arranged as
1 -^ 0 0
0 0 1 -rj
0 -rj 1 0







































Provided r^ ^ r^ the matrix of coefficients has full rank
and the solution is the zero vector, which proves the re
sults on the covariances (4, pp. 331-334).
Now to find the value of r in terms of Y and X, we
combine first set of equation (5) and (6) to get
X'Yk - rX'Xh = 0
or h = —'(X'X) X'Yk,
and combining this with the second set of (5), we have
- rY'Yk ■ 0
- r2Y'Yk = 0
((YIY)~1YIX(XIX)"1XIY - r2l)k = 0 (13)
which implies that the squares of the canonical correlations
are the latent roots of the matrix (Y'Yj-^-Y'XfX'Xj^X'Y. If
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we consider Y and X as matrices of sample values derived
from a certain universe with finite moments of the second
order, then the corresponding parent canonical correlations
Pl» P2»... are found by solving the determinantal equation
!e(X'Y) - p2l| = 0 (14)
where E is the expected value operator.
These are the usual results of canonical correlation
theory. Now we proceed further by making use of some of the
special properties of simultaneous equations. Assume now
that X and Y are connected by a complete system of linear
stochastic relations:
YB + xr (15)
where B is a square matrix of parameters of order M and is
non-singular, F is a parameter matrix of A rows and M col
umns, Y is a matrix of T rows and M columns, each column
being an observation on a set of predetermined variables,
and U is a TXM matrix of disturbances. The reduced form of
this system is (the X is a TXA matrix)
y =-xrB"1 + ub"1 - xn + v, .... (16)
where IT is the matrix of parent reduced-form coefficients and
7 = (u (t)) the matrix of parent reduced-form disturbances.
Estimating the reduced-form by least squares, we obtain
Y = XP + V, (17)
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where P= (X'X^X'Y, from which we have
= (Y'Y)~J-YIX(X'X)--LX'Y = I - D, say
(18)
where I is the unit matrix of order M, and D is considered
below. This implies that the matrix whose latent roots are
considered in (13) is simply the inverse of the estimated
moment matrix of the jointly dependent variables postmulti-
plied by the moment matrix of the systematic part of the
estimated reduced-form XP:
|(Y«Y)-lpiX'xP - r2l| ■ or |(I - D) - r2i| = 0
(19)
and Y'Y « (XP + V)'(XP + V) = (P'X1 + V')(XP + V)
= P'X'XP + V'XP + P'X'V + V'V
= P'X'XP + V'V, since X'V = 0
3O that (Y'YJ^Y'Y = (Y'YJ^P'X'XP + (Y'YJ^V'V
I ■ I - D + (Y'YJ^V'V, by (18)
or (Y'YJ^V'V = D (20)
jjrhen this is combined with (19) we obtain
|(YiY)-lv'v - (1 - r2)l| = 0 or |D - (1 - r2)l| - 0
(21)
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The matrix (Y'Yp^-V'V = D may be regarded as the matrix
generalization of the ratio of the estimated variance of the
disturbances to the estimated variance of the single depen
dent variable in single equation systems; and this ratio is
equal to 1 - R2, where R is the coefficient of multiple
correlation. However, it follows from (21) that the latent
roots of D are equal to 1 - r , where r represents a canoni
cal correlation between the y*s and the x's. So we find
that there is not only a matrix generalization of 1 - R2 in
the case of simultaneous equations, i.e., the matrix D, but
also a vector generalization, i.e., the vector (1 - r2) of
M elements, which is the vector of the latent roots of D.
In a similar manner the matrix (Y'YJ^P'X'XP ■ I - D may
be regarded as the matrix generalization of R^ in a single
equation system; and the vector of latent roots I - D, i.e.,
(r2) may be interpreted as the vector generalization. Final
ly, we can deal with populations instead of samples. For
the population values we write
A « {E(Y'Y) ^EfV'V)
and I - A = {E(YfY) }"1n 'EfX'XjII (22)
(where we assume E(X'^) = 0), and we find that the parent
canonical correlations of (14) satisfy
|A - (1 - p2)l| = 0 and |(I - A) - p2l| » 0 (23)
Following Hooper we can apply canonical correlation
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theory to the reduced form of simultaneous equations. Since
the reduced form is a system of linear regression equations,
our theory is applicable, "except that the coefficients in
the reduced form are subject to nonlinear restrictions (from
identification) which are often ignored by econometricians
in estimating the coefficients" (3, 1959). Chow applies
the canonical correlation theory to the structure of simul
taneous equations itself, as follows.
Hotelling derived canonical correlations by maximizing
the covariance of two linear combinations Yk and Xh of the
two sets of variables Y and X, subject to normalizations on
the squared lengths k'Y'Yk = 1 and h'X'Xh = 1. This is
equivalent to minimizing the variance of the difference
k - Xh subject to the same normalization restrictions,
or the simultaneous equations structure we can minimize
he general variance |(BY - rx)(YB - xr)| subject to the
estrictions on the squared volumes |B'YY'B| = 1 and |r'XX'r|
1.
At the same time Chow has shown in this paper of his
generalization of the ordinary least squares principle that
ncorporates full information, three-stage least squares,
-class, two-stage least squares, limited information, and
anonical correlation as the special cases.
CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION TO ECONOMICS
Hotelling had applied canonical correlations theory
first to some psychological data. But he had indicated the
possibility of applying this theory to certain economic
problems, e.g., the effects of crops of agricultural prod
ucts on their prices. He wrote:
Much attention has been given to the effects of the
crops of various agricultural commodities on their
respective prices, with a view to obtaining demand
curves. The standard errors associated with such
attempts, when calculated, have usually been found
quite excessive. One reason for this unfortunate
outcome has been the large portion of the variance
of each commodity price attributable to crops of
other commodities. Thus the consumption of wheat
may be related as much to the prices of potatoes,
rye, and barley as to that of wheat. The like is
true of supply functions. It therefore seems
appropriate that studies of demand and supply
should be made by groups rather than by single
commodities. This is all the more important in
view of the discovery that demand and supply curves
provide altogether inadequate foundation for the
discussion of related commodities, the ignoring of
the effects of which has led to the acceptance as
part of classical theory of results which are wrong
not only quantitatively but qualitatively. It is
logically as well as empirically necessary to re
place the classical one-commodity type of analysis,
relating for example to the incidence of taxation,
utility, and consumers' surplus, by a simultaneous
treatment of a multiplicity of commodities.
Waugh has very successfully applied the concepts to
two economic problems: first, the relation of meat ccnsurptiott
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to livestock prices; and second, the relation of wheat char
acteristics to flour characteristics.
But we shall use Tintner's model (8, pp. 177-179) in
order to illustrate the results obtained so far. Tintner's
model concerns the American Meat Market (1919-1941), i.e.,
the number of observations is 23. The variables and their
means are given in the following table (the data are annual):
= Per capita consumption of meat, measured in pounds
= 166.1913
y2 - Retail price of meat (1935-39 - 100) = 92.3391
z^ =Per capita disposable real income in dollars = 495.5652
z2 = cost of processing meat (1935-39 = 100) = 88.4217
z3 = cost of producing agricultural products (1935-39 = 100)
- 102.2174
The model consists of the following two equations:
Yl ■ oty2 + 31z1 + ux
y2 ■ a'y2 63z3







The matrix of reduced-form, least-squares residuals is
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V'V ■ 694.117 -560.188
643.563
and so









The canonical correlations are obtained from
















(.55907 - r2) (.66503 - r2) - (.32279) (.25591) = 0
(.55907)(.66503) - .66503r2 - .55907r2 + r4
- (.32297)(.25591) = 0
r4 - 1.22414r2 + .371798 - .082605 = 0
r4 - 1.22414r2 + .289193 ■ 0
r2 ■ 1.22414 ± /I.4985187 - 1.156772
2
- 1.22414 ± ,^3417467
23
= 1.22414 ± .58459105
and
" rf " 1.22414 + .584591
r2 = 1.22414 - .58459
- 1.808731 = .90436
.63955 = .319775
In the field of economics, it is very difficult to
attach economic significance to the linear combinations
arising in canonical correlation analysis. It would appear
to be a useful tool in areas where the investigator has
little if any theoretical or a priori knowledge about the
relations between the Y'sand the X's. As simultaneous
equations show, economic situations are indeed characterized
by the dependence of a set of Y variables on a set of X
variables, but strong a priori specifications of the struc
ture of the dependence have led to the development of various
specific methods of estimating that structure. Probably for
that reason interesting and important economic applications
Df canonical correlations are not readily found in the liter
ature .
It is even more difficult to interpret the results of
canonical correlation analysis. "It is best regarded as an
sxploratory tool which will give us some idea of the structure
>f the multivariate complex under study, and in any case
:ells us what can be the maximum amount of correlation be-
:ween linear functions of the two groups of variables."
24
(6, p. 305); and this is what has been shown by our economic
model above.
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